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Preface

Reasons for writing the book In recent years, there has been a growing
trend in applying optimization approaches to study wireless networks. Such an
approach is usually necessary when the underlying goal is to pursue fundamen-
tal performance limits or theoretical results. This book is written to serve this
need and is mainly targeted to graduate students who are conducting theoretical
research in wireless networks using optimization-based approaches. This book
will also serve as a very useful reference for researchers who wish to explore
various optimization techniques as part of their research methodologies.

To prepare a graduate student in either electrical and computer engineer-
ing (ECE) or computer science (CS) to conduct fundamental research in wire-
less networks, an ideal roadmap would include a series of graduate courses in
operations research (OR) and CS, in addition to traditional communications
and networking courses in ECE. These OR and CS courses would include
(among others) linear programming, nonlinear programming, integer program-
ming from OR, and complexity theory and algorithm design and analysis
from CS. Today, these courses are typically offered as core courses within the
respective disciplines. Instructors in OR and CS departments typically have
little knowledge of wireless networks and are unable to make a connection
between the mathematical tools and techniques in these courses and problem-
solving skills in wireless networks. ECE/CS students often find it difficult to
see how these courses would benefit their research in wireless networks. Due
to this gap between teaching scopes and learning expectations, we find that
the learning experience of our ECE/CS students in these courses is passive (or
“blind”) at best, as they do not have a clear picture of how these courses will
benefit their research.

One approach to bridge this gap is to offer a course that reviews a collection
of mathematical tools from OR and CS (with a focus on optimization tech-
niques) and shows how they can be used to address some challenging problems
in wireless networks. This book is written for this purpose.

Each chapter in this book starts with a brief pointer to the underlying opti-
mization technique (with references to tutorials or textbooks so that students

xi
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xii Preface

can do an in-depth study in a formal course or on their own). The chapter then
immediately delves into a detailed case study in wireless networks to which
the technique will be applied. The focus in each chapter is to show how the
underlying technique can be used to solve a challenging problem in wireless
networks. To achieve this goal, we offer details on how to formulate a research
problem into a formal optimization model, reformulate or transform it in order
to improve mathematical tractability, and apply the underlying optimization
technique (with necessary customizations that are specific to the underlying
problem) to derive an optimal or near-optimal solution.

We have taught this course a number of times to ECE and CS graduate stu-
dents at Virginia Tech, using chapters from this book. The response from the
students has been overwhelmingly positive. In particular, we find that:

• For a graduate student (regardless of whether they have taken related OR
or CS courses), this course opens a new landscape or perspective on what
optimization techniques are available and how they can be applied to solve
hard problems in wireless networks;

• For those graduate students who are currently taking or will take the afore-
mentioned OR and CS courses, this course will help them better appreciate
the mathematical techniques in such OR and CS courses. The student will
also have a better purpose and a stronger motivation when she takes these
core courses in her future study.

We recognize that a single-volume book cannot possibly cover all tech-
niques exhaustively. Neither is it our intention to cover everything in one book.
Nevertheless, we have organized this book into four parts, where every chapter
focuses on a single technique. We hope this organization will serve our pur-
pose of offering a first course on this important subject of Applied Optimiza-
tion Methods in Wireless Networks. Our experience shows that after taking this
course, students become substantially more mature mathematically. Most of
them are able to consciously develop their learning paths into many areas in
OR and CS not covered in this book in order to further expand their own math-
ematical capabilities. This is an important ingredient in their life-long learning
and discovery.

Finally, the idea of having a book that offers a systematic coverage of opti-
mization techniques and their applications in wireless networks is a very nat-
ural one. Unfortunately (and quite surprisingly), after a rather thorough sur-
vey of the market (when we presented our initial proposal to our publisher),
we found that there were hardly any such books available. The closest book
that we can find that by Dimitri Bertsekas: Network Optimization: Continuous
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xiii Preface

and Discrete Models (Athena Scientific, 1998). But that book still falls short
in showing students suitable case studies that are relevant to modern wireless
networks.

On the other hand, most other books addressing network optimization follow
a problem-oriented approach (vs. our method-oriented approach). They do not
offer a systematic treatment of the underlying optimization techniques like we
do in this book. To make this point clear, we quote the following text from the
preface of the book Combinatorial Optimization in Communication Networks,
edited by Maggie Xiaoyan Cheng, Yingshu Li, and Ding-Zhu Du (Springer,
2006), to explain why the problem-oriented approach was adopted by most
authors:

Two approaches were considered: optimization method oriented (starting from combi-
natorial optimization methods and finding appropriate network problems as examples)
and network problem oriented (focusing on specific network problems and seeking
appropriate combinatorial optimization methods to solve them). We finally decided to
use the problem-oriented approach, mainly because of the availability of papers: most
papers in the recent literature appear to address very specific network problems, and
combinatorial optimization comes as a convenient problem solver.

Such a problem-oriented approach offers a convenient way of composing a
book quickly (i.e., by assembling some research papers in the literature into
an edited volume). But books based on such a problem-oriented approach,
although useful as a reference book, do not teach graduate students optimiza-
tion techniques in a systematic manner. This critical dearth in the existing lit-
erature was our main motivation for writing this book and bringing it to the
community.
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